WATER TREATMENT

THE WATER CONTROL DIFFERENCE

WE’RE WITH YOU FROM CONCEPT TO COMMISSIONING
Providing effective water treatment solutions for commercial, institutional, and industrial applications can be overwhelming
and make it difficult to implement an effective design. At Water Control, we pride ourselves on a comprehensive
understanding of the commercial construction process. Together with high-quality, custom-built treatment systems, we
offer an array of design, documentation, fabrication, and commissioning services that are second to none.

Proper system design is critical. One small oversight can result in poor water quality,
system misapplication, or equipment failure. Water Control begins every design process
with a comprehensive application questionnaire. The process does not end until every
potential pitfall has been addressed. Upon completion of the design phase, our customers
receive detailed system descriptions, conceptual system drawings, and budgetary
pricing information.

PHASE 2

As initial system designs are further perfected, Water Control’s design team creates
a library of custom project documentation. This documentation includes as-built 3D
equipment drawings (Revit® or 3D CAD®), site-specific installation diagrams, custom
Division 22 or 23 specifications (AIA® format), precise system price quotes, and detailed
project submittals.























































































































PHASE 1
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FABRICATION
PHASE 3

Water Control builds custom water treatment packages. Our team of skilled welders,
plumbers, and electricians, pair with industry leading suppliers to produce functional,
long lasting equipment – all according to approved project plans and specs. No equipment
ships without passing an array of live testing procedures.

COMMISSIONING
PHASE 4

Successful commissioning requires an expert on site. Water Control is proud to have a
team of highly-qualified service technicians and local representatives. This team travels
to the jobsite to address installation issues, activate/calibrate equipment, train owners,
and deal with any warranty issues. We also offer aftermarket service plans.

CUSTOM-BUILT TREATMENT SYSTEMS
Softening
Disinfection
Specialty Systems
High-Purity
Water Reclamation

COMPLETE HOME WATER SOLUTIONS
Softening
Iron Filtration
Specialty Treatment
Cartridge Filters
UV Treatment

TO FIND AN AUTHORIZED WATER CONTROL REPRESENTATIVE, visit watercontrolinc.com/representative-locator/
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